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BitsCast is an easy to use RSS
reader that mixes a plain and
simple interface with very
intuitive options. Although it
relies on a great package of
features, BitsCast is actually a
straightforward application,
offering support for multiple
channels, subscription lists and
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channel management. Hotkey
support is also available to
quickly navigate through your
feeds, and so is proxy
connectivity and podcast
downloading. Adding a new
RSS feed to the list is easy as
pie because the app only needs
the feed URL, while new lists
can be added by simply right
clicking in the dedicated panel.
The main window of the app
uses a multi-panel layout for
easy handling, offering
separate windows for
managing RSS feeds, articles



and loaded content. BitsCast
uses Internet Explorer to
display the feed content right
in the main screen, but this is
also one of the major
drawbacks. You can’t use an
external web browser, so
you’re stuck with the default
one. Of course, the app allows
users to select the interval to
auto-check for new content,
with a System Tray icon that
provides one-click access to
the its GUI and notifies you
about fresh items. BitsCast
doesn’t slow down the system



at all and works smoothly on
all Windows versions, without
the need for administrator
privileges on Windows 7
workstations. Overall, BitsCast
is a decent RSS client that
deserves much more attention
from its developers. It has the
essential features, but it still
needs a much more eye-
appealing look, a few
improvements here and there
and some more configuration
options. Rating: 3 Votes: 0 10
User(s) have rated this
software Bookmark-n-Share



Important and useful tools for
everyone BitsCast is an easy to
use RSS reader that mixes a
plain and simple interface with
very intuitive options. Although
it relies on a great package of
features, BitsCast is actually a
straightforward application,
offering support for multiple
channels, subscription lists and
channel management. Hotkey
support is also available to
quickly navigate through your
feeds, and so is proxy
connectivity and podcast
downloading. Adding a new



RSS feed to the list is easy as
pie because the app only needs
the feed URL, while new lists
can be added by simply right
clicking in the dedicated panel.
The main window of the app
uses a multi-panel layout for
easy handling, offering
separate windows for
managing RSS feeds, articles
and loaded content. BitsCast
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WYSIWYG HTML editor for



website developers. Features:
Rich-text editing, support for
images and links, undo, re-
type, working in versioning
mode. Complete table of
contents management for easy
navigation and editing. Version
history for easy comparison
and versioning of your
changes. Special character
finder, customizable search
and replace, code highlight.
Hyper-link support, many other
HTML features. Private editing
area, file uploads (including
drag-and-drop) and downloads.



Secure file management, you
can access files without
opening the editor. Ability to
display files in both tabbed and
drag-and-drop mode. Autosave,
autosave on exit. The ability to
restore a previous version of
the file. Versioning, all the file
history. History list, sorting,
search, export. Preview, it
shows you the code before you
type it. Replace, it does a good
job in changing any type of
content. Paste, you can paste
text from your clipboard.
Encoding support, language



and character set support.
Macro support, define custom
text patterns and replace
those. The ability to define the
search field. Multi-segment
search with an easy to use
interface. Matching search,
many search features. Prettify.
Annotate, it can show you the
code in a table. View code, the
code is viewable as a table.
Page preview, it previews your
page as a table.
Documentation, the code
snippets in a table. History,
code snippet history and can



display all the past versions.
Show HTML, the code is
viewable as a table. Toggle
between tabs, whether there
are two panes, or just one.
Toggle single pane, it has a
single pane, and either two
panes, or a single pane with a
menu bar. Split pane, it has
two panes, and can be split in
half. Split pane, it has a single
pane, and either two panes, or
a single pane with a menu bar.
Reload, the code is reloaded
when you save the file. Type
style, it changes how the user



types. Autoscroll, autoscroll to
the end of the text. Selection
color, it changes the color of
the selection. Create tables, it
automatically creates tables, or
converts blocks of 2edc1e01e8
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BitsCast is an easy to use RSS
reader that mixes a plain and
simple interface with very
intuitive options. Although it
relies on a great package of
features, BitsCast is actually a
straightforward application,
offering support for multiple
channels, subscription lists and
channel management. Hotkey
support is also available to
quickly navigate through your
feeds, and so is proxy
connectivity and podcast



downloading. Adding a new
RSS feed to the list is easy as
pie because the app only needs
the feed URL, while new lists
can be added by simply right
clicking in the dedicated panel.
The main window of the app
uses a multi-panel layout for
easy handling, offering
separate windows for
managing RSS feeds, articles
and loaded content. BitsCast
uses Internet Explorer to
display the feed content right
in the main screen, but this is
also one of the major



drawbacks. You can’t use an
external web browser, so
you’re stuck with the default
one. Of course, the app allows
users to select the interval to
auto-check for new content,
with a System Tray icon that
provides one-click access to
the its GUI and notifies you
about fresh items. BitsCast
doesn’t slow down the system
at all and works smoothly on
all Windows versions, without
the need for administrator
privileges on Windows 7
workstations. Overall, BitsCast



is a decent RSS client that
deserves much more attention
from its developers. It has the
essential features, but it still
needs a much more eye-
appealing look, a few
improvements here and there
and some more configuration
options. Relief 01-01-2013,
08:57 PM I've been using this
app for a while now, but I'm
still not sure how I can use it
most efficiently. For example,
sometimes I want to view all
my feed subscriptions at once
but I can't do that. I have to



use the default Internet
Explorer browser to do that,
which is not ideal as it doesn't
always display the best content
on my TV screen. I also want to
view the latest articles on my
TV screen but I have to switch
windows which is not ideal as
well. I would prefer it to all be
on one screen. I think that it
would be nice if the user could
organize his or her RSS feeds
with tags instead of channels. I
know that BitCast has that
option but I'm not sure how to
use it. Also, I would like a



simple configuration screen
that allows you
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Windows 7, 8, 8.1,
10 or higher Processor: 2.4
GHz Intel Core 2 Quad
Memory: 2GB RAM Graphics:
Intel HD Graphics 3000 or
better (Intel Iris, NVIDIA
GeForce or AMD Radeon) Hard
Drive: 300 MB free space
More: Before installing, you
need to install the beta version
of the game. For the beta
version, you need to first
download the key from the
Download link above. Open the



downloaded file and import the
downloaded key into the game
using the built
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